Projecting The Adjective Kennedy Christopher
doctor of philosophy the requirements for ... - chris kennedy - projecting the adjective: the syntax and
semantics of gradability and comparison a dissertation submitted in partial satisfaction of the requirements for
the degree of doctor of philosophy in linguistics by christopher kennedy september 1997 the dissertation of
christopher kennedy is approved: _____ donka farkas, co-chair 2 projecting the adjective - chris kennedy 2 projecting the adjective this chapter motivates and develops a semantic analysis of gradable adjectives as
measure functions: functions from objects to degrees. i argue that propositions in which the main predicate is
headed by a gradable adjective ϕ have three primary semantic constituents: a reference value in this issue researchgate - projecting the adjective. the syntax and semantics of gradability and comparison by chris
kennedy reviewed by petra hendriks 11 prosodic words by sharon peperkamp reviewed by caroline wiltshire 15
analyzing the rhetoric of jfk’s inaugural address - prepared by the department of education and public
programs, john f. kennedy presidential library and museum poetry and power: john f. kennedy’s inaugural
address on january 20, 1961 a clerk of the u.s. supreme court held the large fitzgerald family bible as john f.
kennedy took the oath of office to become the nation’s 35th president ... the cognitive roots of adjectival
meaning - home: zas berlin - the cognitive roots of adjectival meaning michael glanzberg northwestern
university in this paper, i illustrate a way that work in cognitive psychology can fruitfully interact with truthconditional semantics. a widely held view takes the meanings of gradable ad-jectives to be measure functions
(e.g. bartsch & vennemann, 1973; kennedy, 1997), which syntax of chinese bi-comparatives - a
prepositional complementizer projecting a self-completed clause (hsing 2003, chung 2006), a preverbal
adjunct in the wake of liu (1996). following abney (1987), kennedy (1997), kennedy & merchant (1997), it is
suggested that a gradable adjective projects an extended functional structure degp headed by a course
description - mit opencourseware - course description this seminar will investigate the expression of
gradability, comparison and degree in natural ... the semantics of grading and degree kennedy 1999, pp. 3-57;
(sapir 1944) ... kennedy, christopher. 1999. projecting the adjective: the syntax and semantics of grad- verbal
gradability and degree arguments in verbs curt ... - pos, which asserts that the degree to which the
property denoted by the adjective holds meets or exceeds a contextually determined standard (kennedy,
1999; kennedy & mcnally, 2005). the pos morpheme is realized as a degree head, projecting a degp structure
over the ap. verbs are not often argued to carry degree on the semantics of the izyoo-comparative
synopsis. - degree and a value of a contextual standard (kennedy 1999, hayashishita 2007), i propose that
they are calculated proportionally within a comparison class, and show that this proposal gives a uniﬁed
account for facts newly reported here. the izyoo-comparative as a cod. kennedy (1999) notes two semantic
properties that distinguish measurement of degrees: the syntax and semantics of ... - measurement of
degrees: the syntax and semantics of comparative deletion 1. introduction: one important issue in the syntaxsemantics interface is how and how much the syntactic representation re ects a semantic interpretation. to
this end, this paper investigates the the syntax of bi comparatives in mandarin: a first look - plc36
university of pennsylvania march 23-25, 2012 chinese has clausal comparatives: a first look at the syntax of bicomparatives in mandarin xin zhao xinz@usc department of linguistics, university of southern california
modiﬁers of modal auxiliaries: new sources for ordering - modiﬁers of modal auxiliaries: new sources
for ordering peter klecha university of chicago modiﬁers of modal auxiliaries (mmas) like easily,1 which seem
to have the effect of strengthening or intensifying a modal, have not yet been given a compositional account.
the degree functions of negative adjectives - springer - kennedy 2001). second, cross-polar
comparisons like the ostrich is taller than the chicken is short are infelicitous (kennedy 1999, 2001). the
inverse cross-polar comparison, the degree functions of negative adjectives 143 123 mood in comparatives
at syntax-semantics interface puzzle - mood in comparatives at syntax-semantics interface puzzle: ...
conclusion by positing distinct operations for pure and rhetorical comparatives at syntax-semantics interface,
the current proposal predicts systematic asymmetries between two modes of ... kennedy,c. 1997. projecting
the adjective, ph.d. thesis. klein,e. 1980. a semantics for ... adjectives, conjunction, and anaphora adjectives is that they denote measure functions (kennedy 1999). but as bale 2007 pointed out, conjoined
adjectives are problematic for this view. he, schwarz 2010, schwarzschild 2013, and have wrestled with the
thorny issue of how to conjoin adjectival scales in ways that ultimately bear on the nature of degrees. syntax
seminar: comparatives - university of chicago - kennedy, christopher. 2002. comparative deletion and
optimality in syntax. natural language and linguistic theory 20: 553-621. kennedy, christopher and jason
merchant. 2000. attributive comparative deletion. natural language and linguistic theory 18:89-146. lechner,
winfried. 1998. comparatives and dp-structure. phd thesis, university of bibliography on comparatives uni-tuebingen - kennedy, chris. 2005. parameters of comparison ms. kennedy, chris. to appear. vagueness
and grammar: the semantics of realtive and absolute gradable adjectives. linguistics and philosophy. kennedy,
christoph. 1997a. comparison and polar opposition proceedings of salt 7. kennedy, christopher. 1997b.
projecting the adjective: the syntax and se- johns hopkins university – krieger hall, homewood campus
... - johns hopkins university – krieger hall, homewood campus (410-516-5250/office phone) ... johns hopkins
university – krieger hall, homewood campus (410-516-5250/office phone) department of cognitive science ...
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projecting the adjective: the syntax and semantics of gradability and comparison. doctoral dissertation, uc
antonymy and evaluativity - linguistics.ucla - kennedy, 1999, a.o.). they encode evaluativity in a null
operator ‘pos,’ whose distribution is incompatible with degree morphology because pos binds the degree
variable, making it unable to be saturated (by an mp) or bound (by a degree quanti er). however, it’s wrong to
assume that evaluativity occurs only in the absence of degree scales in extremeness - crissp - on the
context (kennedy & mcnally, 2005; kennedy, 2007). a consequence of the present study is that ideophones
can be analyzed in terms of the ontology of degrees and that their sensational ﬂavour is due to the availability
of a ‘extreme’ standard that is also found in extreme adjectives (e.g. gorgeous, fantastic). ignorance and
polarity sensitivity in modiﬁed numerals and ... - modiﬁed numerals: two routes to ignorance. ms.
kennedy, c. (1997). projecting the adjective. the syntax and semantics of gradability and comparison. phd
thesis. mihoc, t. and davidson, k. (2017). testing a ppi analysis of superlative-modiﬁed numerals. talk at xprag
7. created date: event quanti cation with adjectives alexis wellwood ... - on the compositional nature of
stativity kennedy 1999 projecting the adjective kratzer 2005 building resultatives larson 2003 time and event
measure link 1983. mourelatos 1978 events, processes, and states mcnally 1993 adjunct predicates and the
individual/stage distinction parsons 1990. gradability - astro.temple - christopher kennedy: "a defining
characteristic of gradable adjectives is that there is some gradient property associated with their meaning with
respect to which the [individuals] in their domains can be ordered." (projecting the adjective, garland, 1999, 4)
some degree modiﬁers are standard fixers and context ... - some degree modiﬁers are standard fixers
and context manipulators in one: an experimental investigation of very gradable predicates can be
characterized either as context-sensitive properties (klein 1980), which are true of an individual with relation
to a context, or as relations between individuals and bibliography on antonymy and related issues kennedy, christopher. 1999a. gradable adjectives denote measure functions, not partial functions. studies in
the linguistic sciences 29: 65–80. kennedy, christopher. 1999b. projecting the adjective: the syntax and
semantics of gradability and comparison. new york: garland. kennedy, christopher. 2001a. on the monotonicity
of polar adjectives. ba cl pass - glowlinguistics - the pos-marker analysis (sybesma 1999; kennedy 1999) is
challenged by the fact that in the absence of a degree word, examples like (6a) encode pos, but the
construction rejects hen, as seen in (6b). my account of (6b) is that the measure phrase specifies a value
denoted by the adjective and thus the whole phrase may not be selected by hen (pace ... adjectives and
adverbs - droppdf - adjectives and adverbs, whose primary functions are modiﬁcational rather than
predicational, raise interesting challenges for specifying the nature of the interfaces between syntax, lexical
and phrasal semantics, and discourse. the eleven chapters commissioned by louise mcnally and chris kennedy
for the extending a natural language proof theory: on ordinary ... - vision synthetic logic ordinary
comparatives references extending a natural language proof theory: on ordinary comparatives alex djalali
djalali@stanford features restricting ad-hoc kind formation - features restricting ad-hoc kind formation .
german so ('such'/'like this') is one of a class of demonstratives found in various languages servthat e as
modifiers of quality and/or manner and/or degree, cf (1a-c). these expressions pose the question of the
alternatives of bare and modiﬁed numerals - the alternatives of bare and modiﬁed numerals teodora
mihoc, harvard university,tmihoc@fas.harvard introduction. a lot has been written on bare numerals (bns),
comparative-modiﬁed numerals ser and estar: back to aspect goals distinction in spanish ... - merged
in (spec,predp), right above the ap. the adjective remains non-gradable up until this point. for the degp, we
follow the standard semantic analysis in kennedy (1997, heim 2000), where g is the gradable adjective
meaning, d is the standard value, and r is the relation introduced by the degree morpheme. the semantics of
degp are ... the development of a uniquely american identity (1790-1860) - the development of a
uniquely american identity (1790-1860): deﬁning elements of art, architecture, changes in transportation,
economic developments, immigration, migration, religion, reform movements, science, and literature in early
united states history a lesson for 11th grade united states/apus history students steve schmidt lowell high ...
the epenthetic consonant in west-germanic diminutives is ... - the epenthetic consonant in westgermanic diminutives is syntactic 1. summary epenthetic consonants (ecs) are in se phonologicalt, typological
work suggests that they may have a syntactic role as well (zygis 2010). a deletion solution to the sloppy
ellipsis puzzle - citeseerx - 1 linguistic society of america 75th annual meeting boston, january 2004 a
deletion solution to the sloppy ellipsis puzzle jason merchant, university of chicago, merchant@uchicago 1 the
sloppy ellipsis puzzle and why it’s a problem atsushi oho and masahiro yamada (rutgers university, jsps
... - atsushi oho and masahiro yamada (rutgers university, jsps/kyoto university/rutgers university)
aoho@edentgers, myamada@ling.bunoto-u a japanese salad-salad paper english contrastive reduplication like
salad-salad is known to give a variety of meanings such as ‘typical’ or ‘literal’ (horn 1993, ghomeshi,
jackendoff, rosen and russell 2004). equatives in turkish – two cognitive strategies across ... - classes.
degree-based analyses (e.g., bierwisch 1987, kennedy 1999) focus on equatives built from gradable adjectives
as in (1a), which are inherently scalar. they are not suited to handle the nominal and verbal cases in (1b, c),
since nouns and verbs in english are mainly non-scalar. percentages, relational degrees, and degree
constructions - percentages, relational degrees, and degree constructions adam gobeski and marcin
morzycki michigan state university a typical (though certainly not universal) assumption is that comparatives
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and equatives are closely related, differing chieﬂy in whether their degree relation permits identity
(essentially, >vs ). this talk examines a curious ... topics in semantics: the semantics of degree - topics in
semantics: the semantics of degree irene heim (heim@mit) chris kennedy (cdk@mit) oﬃce: e39-234 oﬃce:
e39-312 phone: 253-2565 phone: 258-8056 course description this seminar will investigate the expression of
gradability, comparison and degree in natural language. similarity-based classification carla umbach &
helmar gust - similarity-based classification carla umbach & helmar gust classification of objects can be
expressed linguistically in basically two ways, either by ascribing a (nominal or verbal) predicate to the object,
or by comparing the object to some other entity that is already known to the addressee. eae 0422 a la leçon
se déroule en anglais. elle est suivie ... - degree construction is a construction formed out of an adjective
and a degree morpheme – an element of {er/more, less, as, too, enough, so, how, ...}.” christopher kennedy,
projecting the adjective: the syntax and semantics of gradability and comparison, london: routledge, 1999, p.
xiv. discuss. the scalar source of stative passives - hum.uu - kennedy and levin (2008)’s null degree head
pos, which introduces the standard of comparison for the predicate in the context of the utterance. this
proposed approach to stativization accommodates both cos and it verbs: although the source of the degree
argument in it and cos verbs diﬀers, these verbs are of the same semantic type from the director’s desk calcasieu parish public schools - from the director’s desk by charles adkins . lake charles boston academy
of learning . 1509 enterprise boulevard . ... elementary, kennedy elementary, and gillis elementary. ...
adjective comparisons, they looked up facts on whales. movie reviews: do words add up to a sentiment?
- rug - movie reviews: do words add up to a sentiment? richard berendsen september 14, 2010 ... kennedy &
inkpen (2006) also work on this dataset with support vector machines. they, too, use support vector machines
with binary unigram fea- ... around an adjective, e.g. ‘beautiful’. for each adjective in the lexicon, the
archaeopodagrion armatum sp. nov. from ecuador (odonata ... - archaeopodagrion armatum sp. nov.
from ecuador point. mesostigmal laminae hidden by large hind lobes of pthx. posthumeral stripe faint brown,
rest of side of pterothorax green-tan. femur tan with a series of small, light gray dorsal spots. abdomen: s8
without vulvar spine; s10 about 0.4 times length of s9. cercus coni- legacy image - scan to pdf - nasa augments man by projecting his manipulatory and pedipulatory capabilities across distance and through
physical barriers into hostile environments. a manipulator that fabricates radioactive fuel in a hot cell is a
teleoperator because it transmits man's dexterity through the hot-cell wall into the lethal environment.
sessions 2014 et 2015 leçon option c linguistique - agrégation externe d’anglais – sessions 2014 et 2015
epreuves d’admission – leçon option c – linguistique l’expression du degré bibliographie minimale huddleston,
r. & g. k. pullum, the cambridge grammar of the english language. cambridge: cup, 2002. weegee and
warhol: voyeurism, shock and the discourse on ... - kennedy, were all photographed by weegee around
this time (figure 1). but if wee gee was fascinated by warhol's ... 'a kind of "peinture noir" in the sense that the
adjective is applied to the "film noir" of the 1940s and early 1950s: a stark, disabused, pessimistic vision of
american ... projecting onto hidden performers or stars. weegee's ...
parenting is abc an easy to read positive practical and original educational book for parents and educators who
are looking for the answer what is parenting ,paragraph writing simplified ,parisian avant garde age cinema
1900 1923 wild ,paradise second opportunities 1 judith mcnaught ,parasitologia humana werner apt ,parents
as partners in education families and schools working together enhanced pearson etext with loose leaf version
access card package 9th edition ,paroles taylor swift paroles mania paroles de chansons ,pars pro toto arabic
edition kehrer ,parker design engineers handbook ,paris tango ,paris the new rome of napoleon i ,paradoxical
undressing kristin hersh atlantic ,parallel level 1 ,parkin macroeconomics 10th edition powerpoint slides
,paradox alarm ,paranormal romance book possessed by a dark warrior ,parkers nissan micra ,parallel lines
and transversals project answers ,paragraphs and essays 11th edition ,paragliding pilot instruction ,parallel
architectures and parallel algorithms for integrated vision systems ,parlare in pubblico sicuri preparati e
organizzati tecniche sperimentate per presentazioni pi motivanti entusiasmanti e persuasive ,parasites heaven
leonard cohen mcclelland stewart ,parceros libro ,parenting your 1 to 4 year old ,parallel thinking book by
edward de bono paperback ,parmigianino ekserdjian dr david yale university ,paraphimosis pet emergency or
embarrassment petmd ,parametric and nonparametric inference from record breaking data 1st edition
,parallax growth philosophy ecology economy ,parent portal ,paradox cruelty philip p hallie wesleyan ,parents
gifted teens living ,parole ouverte driss c jaydane ,paradoxia epidemica renaissance tradition paradox rosalie
,pardonable lies a maisie dobbs novel maisie dobbs novels ,parenting a life span perspective ,paris vol 1 or the
book of the hundred and one ,parkers used cars ,paroles eric whitacre five hebrew love songs 5 rakut
,parenteel van derk derksen oudvorden nl ,parkin microeconomics 10th edition powerpoint ,parks canada
mountain ,paris revolution writing nineteenth century city ferguson ,parenting young children systematic
training for effective parenting of children under six ,parakeets for dummies ,parry and grant encyclopaedic
dictionary of international law 3rd edition ,paradox security ,park textbook of preventive and social medicine
latest edition ,parsing theory i languages and parsing ,parallel solutions ohio ,parents efficaces écoute lenfant
thomas gordon ,parlare in pubblico book mediafile free file sharing ,parcc writing prompt grade 4 ,parallel
universes the search for other worlds fred alan wolf ,parcc success strategies grade 7 english language
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artsliteracy study parcc test review for the partnership for assessment of readiness for college and careers
assessments ,paroles et traductions de chanson ,parola a te italian conversation world languages ,paris nuit
brassai 1933 first edition ,paramedic interview questions answers expert advice ,parenting young children
systematic training for effective parenting step of children under six ,paroles pieces sum 41 musique ados fr
,parkin macroeconomics 7th edition solutions ,parasitology 1st edition ,parallel programming ,paramedic care
principles practice special pat ,paranormal unwrapped ,parliamentary procedure games for kids ,paradise wild
,parmenides studies in continental thought ,paranormalcy ,parliamentary control over administration in india
with reference to the role of drscs 1st edition ,paris nuit brassai paul morand arts ,parsing schemata for
practical text analysis ,parenting research papers ,paradoxia epidemica renaissance tradition paradox
princeton ,parallelism grammar exercises with answers ,parish nursing documentation forms ,parks and plates
the geology of our national parks monuments and seashores ,paradise valley mansions arizona mansions
,paradoxes in probability theory ,paris immortal ,parkening and the guitar volume 2 ,parapente mag ,parenting
rewards and responsibilities answer key ,paramedic care principles practice volume 4 medicine 4th edition
,parasite pig ,parent child interaction the socialization process observed in twin singleton families 1st edition
,paratext and megatext as channels of jewish and christian traditions the textual markers of contextualization
jewish and christian perspectives seri ,parapente iniciacion mario arque domingo ,parrots hand feeding and
nursery management ,parolissimo heinemann photocopiable resource books ,parallel lives of jesus a to the
four gospels ,part 1 aws certified associate question bank udemy ,paradoja spanish edition james hunter urano
,parallel algorithms for regular architectures meshes and pyramids ,paroles ed sheeran perfect lyrics musique
en parole ,parallel solution of integral equation based em problems in the frequency domain ,parla italiano
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